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CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 



CIL~TER V 

CO.\"CLllSIO:\ A:\D SUGGESTIONS 

In this chapter. the WTiter presents the conclusion and suggestions. In the 

conclusion pa1i, the writer summarises the main points that have been discussed in 

the previous chapter. And the suggestions for the English teaching and 

reconunendation for further research are included in the suggestion part. 

5.1 Conclusion 

In this modem era, English as the intemationallanguage is used widely in the 

textbooks and printed materials. For Sl\'IU graduates in Indonesia, to understand the 

reference books and textbooks which are mostly \vTitten in English is impmiant 

especially if th.:y wan: to continue th~ir study at the higher education. Therefore. it is 

imperative that teaching English to SJ\JU students in Indonesia must help students 

become proficient in r.:ading the English passages. 

1-Icmever. thG bet shmvs that most of SMl.· students still have clillicuit>· to 

comprehend the Engli,;h reading passages. It happens because of th.: kaming 

activities that stuc!Gnts experience in the reading class. DUling th.: teaching learning 

activities. th.: teacher usually giv.:s the passage to the studenh and ask them to 

understand it bv reading the passag.:. TllciL the ka~lkT ;1sLs the -otmknts to ans,ver 

the comprehension questions giwn. \\.ith this re;1ding tu.:hniquc. thc stucknts find 

difficulties in answering the questions >inec thev do not understand the passage. It 

will make their reading proficiency unable to de\ clop much. 
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It is thus the ann of this study to present cooperative leaming to improve 

students· reading comprehension. The teacher is suggested to apply cooperative 

leaming in the EFL class. In cooperative leaming. students are asked to work in 

groups. Each member of the group has the responsibility to understand one or two 

paragraphs of the reading passage. Then. each member shares to each other what he 

gets from the paragraphs he reads. The members of the group can consult and 

cooperate to each other in order to understand the entin: passage. 

Based on the statistical calculation of pretest and posttest scores got by the 

writer from her research. cooperative leaming affects students' reading 

comprehension well on factual question, inference, subject matter. main idea. and 

stmctural question. The statistical calculation reveals that there is an improvement 

from the pretest score to the posttest. ,\nd this improvement is significantly different. 

It does not happen accidentally. The statistical calculation also shmvs that 

cooperative kaming improves students reading comprehension better than non 

cooperative leaming. The result of reading achievement of the students taught using 

Cl'operative karning is better than the result of the stuc!...:nt;; taught usmg non 

c, •uperativc learning. 

In cooperatiYc kaming the stc!clen ts get much information to understand the 

pa,sage not onh fi·om the teacher and the passage itsdf hLII also ti·om other sltt<.lents 

tiuuugh the process of cooperation. ]\ [oreoYcr. coopcr:1ti\c' k:m1ing can activak 

'rmknts· background knmvlcdgc \\hich is needed in the: rc·;1ding process. These 

:1ch anlages enable students to ckvdop their reading profici~nc\. 
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5.2 Suggestions 

Teaching learning activities in English reading class cannot be separated from 

materials, learning strategies, and reading techniques. In order to develop students' 

reading proficiency, a teacher should adjust those things to the students' ability. For 

this purpose, the writer suggests the application of cooperative learning in teaching 

reading for srvru students. 

In applying cooperative learning, the teacher should gtve reading passage 

whose topics are familiar to the students. The familiarity to the reading passage 

enables the students to comprehend the passage easily since students have already 

had background knowledge about the topic. 

Moreover, the writer wants to suggest than m using cooperative learning, 

teachers should actively monitor the groups whether they are leaming and 

functioning smoothly. Teachers ~hould also attempt to encot•rage each group member 

to feel responsible for participating and learning since working in groups may arouse 

some problems. One group member does nothing and wants everyone else to do the 

work. Or on the other hand, one member wants to do everything and does not let 

others participate and learn. Another problem is groups sometimes become noisy and 

difficult to control. That is why the teachers' monitoring and encouragement for each 

student to feel responsible are very essential in cooperative learning situation. 

Another thing that the writer wants to suggest is that the teacher should pay 

attention to two areas namely students' u11derstanding about the reading passage 

content and language and students' understanding about how to do the task and how 

to work together. By paying attention to those thongs, the teacher can make sure that 
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the students understand the passage and one student can increase his own learning 

and other's leaming, too tlu·ough the process of cooperating. 

All in alL the writer realises that this study is still far from being petfect. 

Therefore she expects that there will be other researchers who conduct a more 

thorough study on cooperative learning to give more complete and more valid results. 

For fut1her research, the writer wants to share her experience related to the weakness 

iounci Lf1 thi~ study. In this study, the effect of the cooperative learning is seen 

through just one kind of instrument (multiple choice items). It would be better if the 

effect of cooperative learning can be proved into more than one instrument for 

example essay type items. 

The treatments in this study vvere given only tlu·ee times to both of the groups. 

It can have given more thorough and complete result if the treatments are given more. 

The population and sample and the reading materials were limited to the ce11ain 

subjects and certain pa11s. Therefore the results cannot be generalised to all people. 

Therefore she expects for a further research of this study conducted by other people 

using a better research design. with more treatments and a wider subject for getting 

more complck and more valid results. 
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